
it looked like it might, but there's still a gen-

eral problem of supply of skilled professionals

in the market."
For Mr Hume, the most difficult region to

recruit to is Latin America, partly due to the

fact that Spanish skills are often required.

Globally, the skill sets that tend to be most

in demand are those of mine engineers and

planning engineers.

He notes that the biggest challenge for the

mining industry is'demographic'. Recruiting

those who fall into the 35-50 age bracket

can be iough. "You can't really compensate

for that because these are people ihat have

to be trained for a long period of time," he

admits. "For the unskilled guys - ultimately,

if you pay them more wages they'll come; it's

as simple as that. But for the skilled guys,

there's a finite supply of that labour."

Furthermore, Mr Hume notes that
the trend of nepotism and giving jobs to

friends in the industry "tends to not only

impact on areas like productivity, because

you've got the wrong people doing the wrong

tasks, but it also tends to create cliquey

workforce environments, which can be

quite destabiIising."
The classic way for companies to attract

the best talent, especially to less desirable

work regions, is by paying high salaries.

However, Mr Hume says that other incentives,

such as a better work-life ratio, facilitated by

better rotation schedules, can also play a role.

"When you're a working expat in Africa or

Russia or somewhere like that, you can be on

nice rotations where you've always got quite

a bit of time at home," he says.

Although many mining staff work on a

temporary basis, there are some, like general

managers, whom companies are keen to
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retain. Mr Hume lends companies his advice

on retention policy: "Make sure that your

personnel are well rewarded; have a career

path for them that allows them to develop

beyond their existing role, and make sure

that they are backed correctly when they

need backing. lf the company has a planned

strategy, it's a general manager's role to carry

that out. Don't interfere too much. That's

one of the problems I see - they're employed

to do a 1ob and they're not allowed to get on

and do it. "

Mr Stuart Hackett is Recruitment
Consultant for Maxim Recruitment, which

recruits quantity surveying and construction
jobs in the UK, Middle East, and Asia.

Mr Hackett says that it is only with very

speciaiised jobs that he has seen recruitment

problems arise. "We had a company doing

airport refuelling, for example," he says. "The

post was for a company manager. That's very

niche and very specif ic, and we did struggle

on that. However, if people are generally

building a skyscraper or a large highway or

something like that, I think the right people

are out there in the international market."

One thing that can be difficult, however, is

getiing the top talent to work in the Far East,

where salaries tend to be lower than in the

Middle East. "The ideal candidates would

probably be sat in the Middle East at the

moment, but with the difference in salaries

and the tax free situation in the Middle East,

it's sometimes hard to attract those people

with the right skills over to the Far East."

While companies are not doing anything

in particular to attract employees to the Far

East, this has actually proved a positive for

some UK employees looking to move over-

seas. "These jobs, which may have gone to

people with previous overseas experience,

are increasingly going to people who haven't

worked overseas in the past," says Mr Hackett.

"Typically, such people have found it quite

difficult to get work overseas. So, it's opened

another door to those who wouldn't necessarily

have had the opportunrty to work abroad."

He says that a combination of specif ic

skill requirements and cultural demands can

sometimes make recruiting in the Far East

tough. "lf you're talking about engineering,

the more specif ic you get the more diff icult
it is to f ind candidates. We did have a situ-
ation doing work on the MTR IMass Transit

Railwayl project in Hong Kong. A lot of

engineers were needed wtth tunnel boring

experience, which is very specif ic. When

you couple this with that the fact that the

client required the candidates to possess

language skills, then it does get quite tricky
to f ind people."

Recruiting the top staff is likely to remain

a considerable challenge for employers in

certain sectors over the coming years. To

make their businesses attractive places to

work, companies must be willing to treat their

staff with respect and offer additional incen-

tives. These include more f lexible working

environments, ample opportunities for career

growth, and substantial compensation, as

well as non-salary benef its. Employers and

recruitment agencies alike will have to

constantly adapt to the demands of a highly

marketable workforce" tr
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